Apparent diffusion coefficient values obtained by unenhanced MRI predicts disease-specific survival in bladder cancer.
To assess the ability of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) measurements obtained by MRI to predict disease-specific survival (DSS) in patients with bladder cancer and compare it with established clinico-pathological prognostic factors. The ethical review board approved this cross-sectional study. Patients with suspected bladder cancer receiving diagnostic 3 T diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) of the bladder before transurethral resection of the bladder (TUR-B) or radical cystectomy were evaluated prospectively. Two independent radiologists measured ADC values in bladder cancer lesions in regions of interest. Associations between ADC values and pathological features with DSS were tested statistically. A combined model was established using artificial neuronal network (ANN) methodology. A total of 51 patients (median age 69 years, range 41-89 years) were included. Three patients were lost to follow-up, leaving 48 patients for survival analysis. Seven patients died during the 795 months studied. ADC showed significant potential to predict DSS (p<0.05). Except for grading, all pathological features as assessed by TUR-B could predict DSS (p<0.05, respectively). The combined ANN classifier showed the highest accuracy to predict DSS (0.889, 95% confidence interval: 0.732-1, p=0.001) compared to all single parameters. ADC was the second important predictor of the ANN. ADC measurements obtained by unenhanced MRI predicts DSS in bladder cancer patients. A combined classifier including ADC and clinico-pathological information showed high accuracy to identify patients at high risk for disease-related death.